Preparing for a Bat Mitzvah

congregation -- members of a temple or church
shabbat -- day set aside for worship, also spelled “sabbath”

Can You Crack the Code?
cipher -- a secret code
enigma -- a mystifying puzzle with no solution
cryptographer -- a person who writes, or solves, codes

X-37B
thruster -- large rocket used to launch or direct a space vehicle

Games of Deception
deception -- fooling someone dishonestly
propaganda -- false news used to change opinions
javelin -- spear once used in war, now used in sports

Opioid Verdict
opioid -- a drug that acts like morphine or heroin
over the counter -- a drug that can be displayed on open shelves and sold without a prescription
sufficient -- enough

Vocabulary Word Search
This week’s vocabulary terms are hidden in this puzzle. Can you find them?
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